Baroness Nicholson’s Statement on the Life of Trip Casscells

“I am deeply saddened at the news of the passing of AMAR U.S.’ Vice-President, The Hon. S. Ward ‘Trip’ Casscells III MD.

Trip was an inspiration, devoting his energies and brilliant mind to whatever problem he was confronted with, even through his long and gallant struggle with cancer. Indeed, many of his finest accomplishments were during his final years, and he touched the lives of millions of Americans who benefited from his pioneering medical techniques and his bold tenure at the Pentagon. He also touched the lives of many in Iraq through his service there and his fulsome support for AMAR’s work. AMAR U.S. exists because of Trip and his generous help and guidance.

He was a leader in every field that he entered and by following the course that he plotted with us, we hope to secure a small part of his incredible legacy.”
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